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HISTORY

Since the invention of the 125 KHz proximity card in the early 1970's, the capability to read and thus
duplicate proximity cards/fobs/tags/clickers (known as “Credentials”) for nefarious purposes has always
been present - but it’s been both the lack of need and the technological capability needed to do so, that
it has not been widely performed around the world. 

To understand this, one must first be aware as to how these credentials work. A card reader emits a
small electrical field and when a proximity credential is held near to it (thus the word “proximity”), can
gather up power from this field in order to power it’s radio transmitter up to transmit its card number via
radio frequency, back into a built-in radio receiver in the reader - and this process is called the
information “exchange”.  Be aware that a “clicker” credential (ones with buttons on it) that you use to
open your garage door with or in some client cases, open all the doors with it, is a radio or IR credential
and use a different technology - but the same information exchange takes place.  

There are two inherent issues with these information exchanges - one that the transmission takes place
through the open air (albeit usually in close range to the reader) where it might be “listened to” and thus
copied, and other being that the data being transferred, although usually unique, was never encrypted.      

You may think that this is highly unusual for a device being used mostly for security access control
systems to be this “open”, but you need to look at it in context with say your typical credit card, which
can be read usually from much greater distances and can reveal much greater, if not much more harmful
information. Although typical credit cards could be made much more secure, it is left this way due to the
far greater production cost of both a highly secure credit card and the enhanced technology vendor
terminals would need to read them.

Higher security proximity credentials first came out in the late 90's although these versions where
mostly compromised towards the end of the 2000 / early 2010s. The higher security versions we use
today (in the late 2010s) use enhanced technology and mostly use a 13.56 MHz transmission but have 
not gained as much traction as they should have. This is due to their higher cost, their not always being
available in fob and clicker formats and the most likely reason, that there have been so few negative
security events that have occurred over them being used that actually made a case for them to be
deployed. 

These higher security credentials deploy a chip in each card which basically are involved in the
information “exchange” (usually encrypted) thus making it harder both to intercept the needed
information and making it harder to reproduce a card even if they could. Many of these credentials and
the technology they use, have been compromised and only a very few can claim to still be completely
secure. It is always a matter of the manufacturers keeping at least one step ahead of the hackers.



It should be understood that most card readers and credentials installed in the world today are fully 
susceptible to having their data read - if not fully duplicated onto another card - with maybe only a few
percent of all world-wide credential / reader deployments using ones that cannot be copied or “spoofed”.

With the amount of technology available to literally everyone in the last ten years, ballooning to the
point where there is not very much left that is very confidential or protected. A simple search on the
internet, a few purchases on-line and watch an on-line “how-to” video and you pretty much can do
anything - and credential duplication is not a highly complex process.       

COPY TECHNOLOGY

These are a few technologies that can be at play in the credential duplication:

1) Credential Copy - this most common method is where a new credential is made to exactly duplicate
an existing one someone has. This kind of duplication is usually facilitated by a local business (variety
store, store front or coffee shop) who can make relatively easy money by handling these duplications
and in some cases, even key control for the rental unit(s), usually for the unit owner directly. This is no
different than say the average convenience store now being able to unlock a cell phone - it’s a lucrative
technological add-on to what they do. Other means are on-line services and copy “Kiosks” that we have
now started hear talk of that would be in malls and stores. 

2) Credential Capture and Copy - this is where a credential is read by another device - usually
unknowingly - and a duplicate credential is produced from the captured information. 

3) Credential Spoofing - this is where a credential’s information exchange is listened to and copied by
another device - usually unknowingly - and this same device is then capable of being used immediately
to transmit that information as if it were that credential. Think of it as a tape recorder that can play back
the card number as many times as needed after it has been recorded and anyone using a factory supplied,
built-in overhead door control in their vehicle, ones that “copy” their overhead door hand-held remote is
doing just this.   

WHY DO PEOPLE NEED TO MAKE COPIES?

A need has risen up in the last few years with the use of proximity credentials being installed in
condominiums and/or multi rental residential buildings coupled with the introduction of on-line rentals
(such as AirBnB) - and there are three main reasons for this.

1) Cost - the more a Condominium Board, Property Manager or even an Employer charges for lost
and/or extra credentials - the greater the need and the upside is for someone to want to duplicate them.

2) On-Line Rentals - as short term renters rarely return proximity credentials and as new proximity
credential sales can be both costly and can be noticed by management, the greater the need and the
upside is for someone to want to duplicate them.

3) Multi-Resident Units - with the pressure in some areas to have say 5, 10 or 20 people living in a
single unit that need active credentials which for one unit are usually limited and/or would otherwise be
costly and tracked, the greater the need and the upside is for someone to want to duplicate them. 



For a condominium and/or multi rental residential building there is a secondary, negative effect to
having their cards duplicated, that the short-term renter’s un-returned credential still continue to
function leaving the building open to further abuse by the unauthorised use of it’s amenities, parking
and/or for criminal purposes. Sometimes hundreds or more of these are active and out in open society
for any given multi-residential property.

Looking at the need for the duplication for a non-residential client’s system using proximity
technology, most if not all of the above scenarios won’t apply. The need of an active employee to copy
their card multiple times over for nefarious reasons is low unless he/she wanted multiple people to enter
the site all at one time. If the employee leaves his/her employment, the card would be deactivated (if
your standard operating procedures work) and one (all of them if the credential was duplicated)
proximity or radio credentials would no longer function.

The exception to this is someone, maybe even another employee knowing, copying or spoofing someone
else’s credential number. As most credentials have the actual internal access credential number printed
on them, you would likely only need your own card and someone else’s credential number to be able to
duplicate it.

The risk to this occurring is real as a duplicate business credential (non-residential) could be used by an
unauthorised person to gain access to a office or other building during business hours or after hours or
weekends if the credential has the ability to do so. 

A small bit of good news - any client with clickers (a radio device say to open a garage door or in some
client cases, internal doors - it has one or more buttons on it),  these are far harder to duplicate - usually
this can only be performed at the manufacturing level because one cannot easily buy “blank” units and
they cannot be easily be wiped, de-programmed and/or re-programmed, but they can be spoofed. In the
case of IR (infra-red) clickers, we not aware of any duplication events occurring although we do know
that they can be spoofed.  

Please note that “good news” does not apply to any proximity device/chip that may be located inside the
back of a clicker - this is a separate proximity credential used on standard card readers which are
completely separate from  what makes the buttons themselves operate - which is a long range radio
credential. These proximity devices are also fully susceptible to copy, capture or spoofing.  

WHAT TO DO ABOUT COPIES ALREADY MADE?

Remember that a copied credential has to be active / activated in your access control system to work so
keep a close eye on the overuse of any particular card. Run scheduled activity reports on your site’s
credential usage and you may find that particular credentials are more used than others. Any of these
should be disabled in your system forcing the owner, resident or employee to report its deactivation to
you. Issue a new credential (never reactivating the suspicious one) and flag that suite or person - to
watch out for more of the same.    

Note when people are away and look to see if their credentials are being used - always watch for
luggage, persons you do not recognise and where they are going.    



There steps may not pick up the fact that a suite is actually an AirBnB rental but it will pick up un-
returned rental cards from them that are constantly being used.

This deactivation should apply to any suspicious credential use regardless of what you think the
cause is.

I HAVE DUPLICATABLE CREDENTIALS ON MY SITE - WHERE DO I GO
FROM HERE? 

You will need to consider your overall risk on having a duplicate credential show up at your premises
versus the upgrade costs you will incur to avoid it.

A high security credential upgrade would likely require the replacement of all of your readers and it’s
credentials alike - the credentials may be a 15 or 25% up-charge to what you are paying now, the readers
could be up to $600 each installed - some systems might not even have the ability to upgrade to them -
so any way you go, this is not an inexpensive proposition for most clients.

There are multi-technology readers that you can deploy, ones that may read both your present
credentials and also higher security ones thus reducing the retrofit cost and allowing you time to replace
all your existing credentials.

You may decide to only replace the readers at the entrances to your facility and deploy a second, higher
security credential that you need to carry to make the building envelope more secure, thus making it
harder for someone to rent out a unit and copy the cards to let them in.  

What credential protection can be applied to something or anything today, can be eventually be
understood and decoded tomorrow, and that due to this, any credential information (especially with
proximity devices) can with enough time, effort and money, be understood and made known to many.
As the need to do this grows, for whatever the reasons - so does the likelihood of it occurring. 

Be aware that any higher security upgrade may not last forever and that it is important to choose a
credential / credential manufacturer who has deploys a flexible reader technology - one that adapts as
the hackers do. By doing this, it reduces the likelihood of another complete reader/credential retrofit as
time passes and technology and hacker resilience evolves.  

Please contact our office for any further information that you require, to answer any questions you may
have or to discuss any further steps you might wish to take. 


